
How to use the Handviewer Link to review a hand, and the suggested bidding and play. 
Click the Handviewer link ( eg https://tinyurl.com/MAY13-Board1 ) 
 
It will open up a window and look like this: 

 
 
If you Click Souths name - “DECLARER” above the South cards, it will show the hand from Declarers 
point of view (hide the Defenders cards). Pressing it again shows all 4 hands. 
 
Clicking NEXT will go through the play (PREVIOUS goes back one card or trick). 
I have pre-loaded one suggested line of play that works. If the robots at your table defend differently, 
then you might be in a different situation. 
 
 
In OPTIONS you can change the look of the deal. Or change 
whether to move forwards card by card, or trick by trick. 
 
 
 

 
The GIB button shows you if the contract is making or not. For example, if 
Dummy plays any card, they can make the contract exactly (= means 
making), but the Six of Hearts means you will go down by one (Red is 
down, Green is making, or overtricks) 
 
 
You have the option of pressing PLAY which allows you to control all 4 hands to see how an 
alternate choice would work out. You can click through a few tricks and press GIB to see if there was 
a successful way to win, or not.  
You can’t actually play the hand again, but you can see how the play might have gone. 
  

https://tinyurl.com/MAY13-Board1


No-Trumps Declarer Workshop 
Friday May 28th, 2022 
 
Here are the links from today’s Workshop: 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board1 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board2 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board3 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board3-wrong 
If you duck the Spade lead, they might switch to Clubs and defeat you. 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board4 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board5-easy 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board5-hard 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board6-easy 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board6-hard 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board7-easy 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board7-hard 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board8 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board9 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board10 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board11 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board12 
 
https://tinyurl.com/MAY28-Board13 
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